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CHERRY G84-4100 keyboard Universal USB QWERTZ German Grey

Brand : CHERRY Product code: G84-4100LCMDE-0

Product name : G84-4100

DE, 86 keys, 1.75 m, 400 g

CHERRY G84-4100 keyboard Universal USB QWERTZ German Grey:

Perfection for even the smallest of spaces!
This compact keyboard is the perfect solution for users with only limited space available and low weight
requirements. For example, applications in the banking sector, medical institutions or portable systems.
Also suitable for 19-inch applications. This keyboard is perfectly suited for slim-line PCs and laptops and
can be enhanced optimally with the numeric block G84-4700.

Key benefits
- Individual keys with Gold Crosspoint contacts (ML technology)
- Designed for continuous usage - over 20 mill. confirmations per key
- High level of reliability and unique precision confirmation feeling
- Minimal space requirements
- Lightweight
- Can also be delivered without "Windows® keys" (83 keys)
- Complete functions of a standard keyboard
- Can be used with the standard drivers of the operating system
- Ideal for 19" applications and mobile use

Keyboard

Recommended usage * Universal
Connectivity technology * Wired
Device interface * USB
Keyboard layout * QWERTZ
Keyboard language * German
Pointing device *
Keyboard form factor * Mini
Numeric keypad *
Keyboard number of keys 86
Keyboard keys operating life 20 million characters
Windows keys
USB hub
Purpose Universal
Fingerprint reader
Certification c-tick, UL, VCCI, CE, FCC, VDE, BSMI

Design

Backlight *
Keyboard style Straight
Ergonomic design
Wrist rest
Product colour * Grey
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Features

Cable length 1.75 m

Power

Power consumption 16 mA

Mouse

Mouse included *

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 50 °C
Storage temperature (T-T) -20 - 65 °C

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions (WxDxH) 282 x 132 x 26 mm
Keyboard weight 400 g

Packaging data

Package width 315 mm
Package depth 190 mm
Package height 30 mm
Package weight 500 g

Packaging content

Interface adapters included USB female - PS/2 male
User guide

Other features

Internal

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84716060
Products per master (outer) case 42 pc(s)
Master (outer) cases per pallet 8 pc(s)
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